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Application:  Meat/Poultry Canning - Discharge Belt 
 
Data 
 
Environment :     Indoor, ambient temperature, high moisture 
Product on belt:  Meat, poultry, approximately 200° (93.33°C) 
 
Process description:  
After the pet food is cooked, it is moved 
from the oven on a discharge belt to a 
transfer belt. Since the material coming 
from the oven has a temperature of 
approximately 250° F (121° C), the 
bottom side of the belt reaches a 
temperature of about 200°F (93° C). At 
the end of the discharge belt the product 
drops on a troughed transfer belt. 
 
Belt requirements: 
Temperature resistant: 
The product comes straight out of the 
oven at a temperature of approximately 
250° F (121.1° C).  The belt needs to be 
able to handle this temperature. 
 
Oil resistant: 
The products on the belt contain fats and oil.  
 
Standards: 
Since there is food involved, the belt must meet FDA standards. 
  
Previous Belt Problem:  
 
3-ply white Nitrile with lap splice; 2-ply Urethane Cover by Bare with finger splice 
 
Both covers of these belt types performed well but the splice areas failed which resulted 
in a lifetime of only one month. Several belts have been tried with several types of 
splicing and failed, e.g. mechanical lacings and finger splices. Stapled lacing is not 
possible because a scraper is being used to clean the belt. 
 
Solution: 
  
Chemprene White Nitrile ZipLink 
 
The White Nitrile ZipLink belt has no weak point, i.e. the splice is as strong as every 
other point in the belt.  Since the belts will no longer have to be replaced due to splice 
failure, a service life of one year is possible. 
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Note: The cover at the splice area of the ZipLink belt is beveled, which makes it easy to 
clean. 
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Belt Replacement Cost Savings Analysis: 
 
White Nitrile ZipLink     3-ply White Nitrile; 

2-ply Urethane Cover by Bare 
   
Lifetime   : 3 months*  Lifetime   : 1 mo. 
       Downtime (installation) : 4 hours
       Yearly Downtime  : 32hrs**

        
Belt cost   : $ 463   Belt cost   : $ 289 
Installation labor (in House) : $ 280 +  Installation labor  : $ 280+
Total Cost (3 months*) : $ 743   Total Cost (1 month)  : $ 569    
Total Cost (12 months) : $2,972 minus Total Cost (12 months) : $6,828 
= Yearly Savings using ZipLink: $3,856 + 32 hours of downtime 
 
* The belt was preventively replaced after 3 months, but will probably have a lifetime of 
one year. This would mean more cost savings. 
 
** The company has scheduled downtime every 3 months. The ZipLink belt is being 
replaced every 3 months in scheduled downtime. The previous belts also had to be 
respliced after 1 month and after 2 months. This caused 4 hours of unscheduled 
downtime for every splice. In total there are 8 unscheduled replacements at 4 hours of 
downtime a year. 
  

etails:  
inimum pulley diameter : 5.5’’ (139.7mm) 
enter to center distance : 69.87’ (1774.7m) 
elt width   : 16’’ (406.4mm) 
peed    : 120‘/min (36.58 m/min) 
plice    : ZipLink 
upport   : Slider bed 
aximum decline  : 10° 
crapers 

emark:  
n this application the belt has no knife edges, no crowning, no reverse bend, and is not 
roughed. 
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